THIRTEENTH ANNUAL
CRIVELLA GOLF TOURNAMENT
BENEFITING THE

The Crivella Golf Tournament was created for friends and family to come together and enjoy the game of golf.
Ten years ago, we decided that the tournament would be run to not only enjoy the game of golf but also to benefit a
worthy charitable cause.
For the past seven years the Tournament has been held to benefit the Casey Cares Foundation, a private, taxexempt 501(c)(3) charity that provides uplifting programs to critically ill children and their families. Casey Cares now
provides support to over 600 families. Thanks to our volunteers, sponsors and golfers, over these seven years the
Tournament raised over $300,000.00 for Casey Cares. We look forward to continuing to benefit Casey Cares this year
and for many years into the future.
In 2000, beginning with five families, Casey Baynes founded the Casey Cares Foundation. Generous supporters
have enabled Casey Cares to provide activities to over 25,000 program participants. The Casey Cares Foundation has a
direct impact on critically ill children by customizing uplifting and gratifying activities with a special touch. For families
whose pocketbooks and faith have been stretched to their breaking points, Casey Cares eases the burden of caring for
a critically ill child by providing the “simple pleasures” for families that must make every day count. Casey Cares
provides continual support, not just once in a lifetime or once a year but many times each year during a child’s illness
and even beyond.
There are seven different programs in which Casey Cares families participate. Casey Cares’ “Family Festivities
Program” provides families with tickets to sporting events, area attractions, museums, plays, live shows and concerts.
Working with hotels and businesses, the Casey Cares team designs a weekend vacation package for families
participating in Casey Cares “Celebration Vacation Program”. For a critically ill child, celebrating a birthday is an
important milestone. To honor their special day, Casey Cares initiated their “Birthday Blast Program” that provides a
surprise delivery of a birthday cake, flowers, and cookie or balloon bouquets on the child’s birthday. Casey Cares
added the “Kami’s Jammies Program” that provides new sleep ware and themed pajama parties to children on
extended hospital stays. Casey Cares also has, the “Caring Connections Group Party Program” allows families to meet,
share and lean on each other while taking part in fun group activities. Casey Cares’ “Better Together Program”
encourages families who have lost a child to continue to participate with Casey Cares’ program for an additional year
to help. Finally, Casey Cares has their “Hammy’s Heart Program that offers gift cards to families who need assistance
with their grocery bills.
On behalf of the Casey Cares Foundation, your support of their efforts through this year’s Crivella Golf Outing
is greatly appreciated.

RULES
1.

PLEASE MEET NEAR THE PUTTING GREEN NO LATER THAN 12:00 PM.

2.

A SCRAMBLE FORMAT. ALL FOUR TEAM MEMBERS TEE OFF ON EACH HOLE AND DECIDE WHICH
TEE SHOT THEY LIKE THE BEST AND MARK THE SPOT WITH A TEE OR BALL MARKER.

3.

THE OTHER TEAM MEMBERS PICK UP THEIR BALLS AND PLACE THEM WITHIN ONE CLUB LENGTH
(NO CLOSER TO THE HOLE) OF THE MARKED SPOT. EACH TEAM MEMBER HITS THEIR NEXT SHOT
FROM THE CHOSEN SPOT OF THE PRIOR SHOT.

4.

THIS PROCEDURE IS FOLLOWED ON EVERY SHOT FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE HOLE,
INCLUDING PUTTS. THE BALL SHOULD BE MARKED ON THE PUTTING GREEN ALSO.

5.

PUTTS NEED TO BE MADE WITHIN 3 INCHES OF THE MARKED SPOT (NO CLOSER TO THE HOLE).
THE FIRST BALL TO GO IN THE HOLE IS COUNTED FOR THE TEAM SCORE.

6.

IF THE BALL YOU CHOOSE TO PLAY IS IN A HAZARD (SAND, WATER, ETC.), THE ROUGH, OR OUT
OF BOUNDS, YOU CANNOT DROP THE BALL OUTSIDE OF THE HAZARD OR ROUGH EVEN IF RELIEF
IS WITHIN ONE CLUB LENGTH AWAY.

7.

EACH TEAM MUST USE AT LEAST ONE OF EACH TEAM MEMBERS TEE SHOTS ON EACH NINE
(MINIMUM TWO TEE SHOTS PER PLAYER).

8.

MEN TEE OFF FROM THE WHITE TEES AND WOMEN FROM THE RED TEES.

9.

IF YOUR TEAM CONSISTS OF ONLY THREE PLAYERS YOU MUST ALTERNATE WHICH TEAM
MEMBER GETS TO TAKE THE FOURTH SHOT.

10.

PLEASE TURN IN YOUR SCORECARD TO DAVID FREISS AS SOON AS YOU FINISH.

GOLF CONTESTS AND PRIZES
FIRST PLACE TEAM (GROSS) – WINS $400.00 ($100 PER PERSON).
FIRST PLACE TEAM (NET) – WINS $400.00 ($100 PER PERSON).
SECOND PLACE TEAM (NET) – WINS $200.00 ($50.00 PER PERSON).
CLOSEST TO THE PIN – WOMEN (HOLE 17) - $50 CASH PRIZE
CLOSEST TO THE PIN – MEN (HOLE 2) - $50 CASH PRIZE
LONGEST DRIVE - MEN – (HOLE 6)

- MUST BE IN FAIRWAY ($50 CASH PRIZE)

LONGEST DRIVE – WOMEN - (HOLE 4) - MUST BE IN FAIRWAY ($50 CASH PRIZE)
HOLE-IN-ONE – (HOLE 8) - $10,000 CASH PRIZE

SPONSOR and DONOR ACKNOWLEDGMENT

PLATINUM SPONSOR
MS. MARIA KENNY
Maria Kenny is recently retired from DuPont Fabros Technology, Inc. (DFT) is a real estate investment
trust (REIT) and leading owner, developer, operator and manager of wholesale data centers. Maria Kenny was
DFT’s Senior Vice President of Finance & Acquisitions and joined duPont Fabros Development (DFD) in
December 2000. Ms. Kenny served as DFD's Chief Financial Officer, where she was responsible for all aspects of
finance, accounting and administration. In addition, Ms. Kenny was instrumental in closing in excess of $2.0
billion for the development and acquisition of real estate including data centers, commercial, residential, land
and retail assets. Most recently, she successfully led and closed the acquisition of DFT’s Santa Clara property.
Maria is a long-time supporter, and sits on the Board, of numerous charities. Maria has been and
continues to be an extremely generous and long-time supporter of Casey Cares – not just through her
sponsorship of the tournament but her donation of gifts to auction off as well as her successfully bidding on
auction items. We cannot thank Maria enough for all of her efforts in making our outing a success.

GOLD SPONSORS
MR. KEN CROWLEY AND MERRILL LYNCH

Merrill Lynch is one of the world’s premier providers of wealth management, securities trading and
sales, corporate finance and investment banking services. Working with their clients as strategic partners, they
create and execute winning solutions, which address their clients’ most pressing strategic, financial and
investment needs—anywhere in the world. Merrill Lynch’s Private Banking and Investment Group provides
tailored solutions to meet the sophisticated needs of individuals. Clients are served by more than 150 Private
Wealth Advisor (PWA) teams across the country with access to an array of experts in areas such as investment
management, concentrated stock management and intergenerational wealth transfer strategies. A special thanks
to Ken Crowley for his support of our Tournament. Ken is another person who has supported – and continues
to generously support Casey Cares. Ken has done so for years. We cannot thank Ken enough. Ken is not only an
outstanding advisor but a true friend. Ken can be reached at 8075 Leesburg Pike, Suite 600, Vienna, Virginia
22182, phone (703) 827-6508.

MR. BASIL HANLON
AND

Basil Hanlon has been – and continues to be – an extremely generous supporter of Casey Cares, through his support
of the Crivella Golf Tournament. Not only has Basil sponsored a hole this year but he has also donated gift certificates to
Ruth Chris Steak House in Ocean City; foursomes of gold at Glen Riddle, Links at Lighthouse Sound and Rum Point and a
two-night stay at the Holiday Inn in Ocean City. Through his outright sponsorship and his numerous donations, Basil has
allowed us to raise thousands of dollars each year for Casey Cares. He has stood in the background too long and we want
to thank him again for his support over the years.

Venable is an American Lawyer 100 law firm. With more than 600 attorneys in nine offices across the country, we
are strategically positioned to advance our clients’ business objectives in the U.S. and abroad. Our clients rely on Venable's
proven capabilities in all areas of corporate and business law, complex litigation, intellectual property, and regulatory and
government affairs. Our attorneys have an excellent understanding of their practice areas and bring a wealth of firsthand
experience to the challenges and opportunities our clients face. In this era of ever-increasing scrutiny by the government,
our clients benefit from Venable’s Washington know-how. Our attorneys, many of whom are former Members of Congress,
regulators and senior government staffers, have the experience to provide solutions when government creates regulatory
roadblocks. A special thanks to Brian O’Connor for his support. Brian can be reached at 410.244.7863.

DINNER SPONSORS

Revere Bank was established on November 20, 2007, by a group of prominent business leaders whose mission was
to become the small business bank of choice in each market they serve. Revere Bank utilizes cutting-edge technology and
delivery systems that are comparable to their largest competitors. Revere believes that locally based banks fill an important
void that has been created through industry consolidation and the relentless growth of nationwide banking giants. Most
recently Revere has acquired Blue Ridge and Monument Banks.A special thanks to Ken Cook, Drew Flott, John Bruning,
John Dowdy and both of the “Mark’s” as well as all other Revere employees for their support of our Tournament. Revere
has helped us support Casey Cares from day 1. We cannot thank them enough.
Revere’s main office is located at 319 Main Street in Laurel Maryland. They can be reached at 240-264-5440. Revere
Bank also has a branch located at 414 Hungerford Drive, Rockville Maryland. They can be reached at 240-499-1190. They
can also be reached at the Severna Park Gateway in Severna Park, Maryland which is located at 8529 Veterans Highway in
Millersville, MD. Phone 443-274-1020. Revere Bank opened a fourth branch in Gaithersburg, Md. at 820 West Diamond
Avenue (301) 591-8099. Since the acquisition of Blue Ride and Monument Bank, Revere now has 11 locations in the
Washington-Baltimore area. For more information, please see their website at www.reverebank.com.

MR. TIMOTHY K. GALLAGHER
AND

DONOHOE REAL ESTATE SERVICES,
CORFAC INTERNATIONAL

The Donohoe Companies is a 125-year-old full-service real estate service company based in Washington, D.C.
Donohoe has developed, built and/or owns and operates seven million square feet of office and industrial space, as well as
12 hotels, primarily in the Greater Washington, D.C./Baltimore area and the mid-Atlantic region.
After more than a century in business, the Donohoe name has become synonymous with maximizing real estate
values in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. No other local firm has provided commercial real estate services as long
as Donohoe Real Estate Services. Their unparalleled local market knowledge and complete scope of services makes
Donohoe Real Estate Services the right choice for tenants and owners who want the best value for their commercial real
estate investment.
A special thanks to Tim Gallagher, President of Donohoe Real Estate Services for his support of our Tournament.
Tim can be reached at 2101 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20007. The phone number is (202) 333-0880.

MR. ROBERT P. SAMPSON AND

Senior Vice President – Investment Officer
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC ‐ McLean, Virginia
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a subsidiary of Wells Fargo & Company, one of the nation’s largest, strongest and
most respected financial institutions. In business since 1852 and named on Fortune magazine’s 2009 list of the "World’s
Most Admired Companies," Wells Fargo is known and respected for its responsible stewardship of its clients' assets. Wells
Fargo Advisors is one of the nation's premier financial services firms. Its brokerage business is represented by nearly 16,000
financial advisors nationwide and was born out of the Wells Fargo & Company's 2009 acquisition of Wachovia Corporation.
A special thanks to Bob Sampson for all of his efforts in making our outing a success. Bob is another person who has
supported – and continues to generously support Casey Cares. Bob has done so for years. We cannot thank Bob enough.
Bob is located at 1650 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 500, McLean, VA 22102. Phone 703-761-2170.

CART SPONSORS

Planning Solutions Group is a holistic, fee-based financial planning firm. Our innovative solutions are the result
of a collaborative approach; we coordinate with our clients’ existing advisors and review their financial outlook to design
a comprehensive plan to fit their needs. We have been advisors in the areas of wealth management, estate planning, business
succession, retirement, and risk management. Our talented team of experienced professionals considers legal, accounting,
and financial perspectives to offer a cross-disciplinary approach to planning.

If a belief in long-term relationships, staff professionalism, and honoring our commitments makes you old-fashioned,
then we here at Hertzbach & Company, PA wear that label with pride. Hertzbach & Company PA is a full-service CPA firm
dedicated to meeting the needs of today's busy professionals. We offer a wide range of specialized services for our clients,
including: Tax planning and Preparation; Financial audits, reviews, and compilations; Bookkeeping and other write-up services.
Mark Roth is the Managing Partner. Please give us a call at (703) 351-6600 to see how we may be able to help you further.

BEER AND BEVERAGE SPONSOR
Brewer’s Alley is Frederick’s first Brewpub. Brewer’s Alley is proud to continue the long history of beer making in a
town known for its deep appreciation of fine fermented spirits. The name itself is taken from a page of history. Brewer’s Alley
was located on what is currently South Court Street. Beer Production ceased in 1901 when a large fire consumed the brewery of
John Kuhn, who was the last in a long line of brewers to occupy space along the banks of Carroll Creek. For over 153 years, from
the very beginning of Frederick County, Brewer’s Alley was a fixture in the social and economic landscape of Frederick. Ninetyfive years after leaving Frederick, Brewer’s Alley is back! Brewer’s Alley’s location at 124 North Market Street is steeped in
Frederick history. The first residents of Frederick held a lottery to raise money to build a town hall and market house on this
location in 1765, which was completed in 1769.

LUNCH SPONSOR

The Crivella Investment Group is five corporations owned and operated by Vince Crivella and Bart Crivella, Jr.
and invests in commercial and residential real estate throughout Washington, D.C. and Maryland. They recently explored
the purchase of land in Ireland. The Companies have been in business for over 70 years as the original founding Company,
B.J. Crivella, Inc. was started in 1946. Any attempt to contact Vince and/or Bart at the office will prove unsuccessful as
they will both be on the golf course.

HOLE SPONSORS
MCHOOPS

What started as a group of friends reserving a gym to play basketball, has turned into a legacy. Their Wednesday and
Sunday games at Montgomery College started in 1973 and not only include members from varied professions but include their
children as well. The “Commissioner” is Kenny Weiner. Other longtime members of the group include Herb Rosen, Marc
Bastow, John Dowdy and Bart Crivella (IR). The group was recognized in a Washington Post article in 2005. It is celebrating
its 44th year anniversary. If you would like to join this exclusive group - “Don’t call them, they’ll ask you.” A special thanks to
Marc Bastow for his support of our tournament. Marc has supported Casey Cares for years and we cannot thank him enough
for all of his help.

Bagley and Rhody, P.C. was established in 1996 and is a firm that is well respected, both in Annapolis and throughout
Maryland. Bagley & Rhody, P.C. is dedicated to serving small companies and families throughout Maryland in their business,
estate and trust related needs and personal affairs. The members of Bagley & Rhody, P.C. have over 100 years of combined
experience, and are committed to providing quality legal work in the areas of estate planning, estate administration, estate and
trust litigation, business formation, business operation and business succession planning. The professionals at Bagley & Rhody,
P.C. are available to meet with you to discuss your business and personal needs. The firm is located at 2661 Riva Road, Suite
101, Annapolis, Maryland 21401 and can be reached at 1-410-573-1626.

"CONLEY FAMILY AND
BRIAN & CAIT CRIVELLA"
HFF operates out of 24 offices and is a leading provider of commercial real estate and capital markets services to the
global commercial real estate industry. HFF, together with its affiliate HFF, offers clients a fully integrated capital markets
platform including debt placement, investment sales, equity placement, funds marketing, M&A and corporate advisory, loan
sales and loan servicing.

.

BRIDGES Consulting, Inc. provides expert acquisition, program management and personnel support for mission-critical
technology programs within the Intelligence Community, and Defense and Federal sectors. Across its range of services, BRIDGES
has the experience, knowledge and resources necessary to help realize your mission, program and project goals. Bridges
Consulting, Inc. BRIDGES Consulting, Inc. is located at 2701 Technology Drive, Suite 210, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701. They
can be reached at 301.974.6200.

At Digital Office Products (DOP), we pride ourselves on being a partner that not only understands the need to supply
the Washington, DC Metro Area with exceptional products, service, and support, but also one who is committed to the success of
YOUR business. As your company’s dedicated partner, we will improve productivity and streamline workflows with our stateof-the-art technology solutions all while reducing costs and maximizing your ROI. By understanding how the tools of modern
offices—including hardware, software, and services—work together to positively impact today’s businesses, we help local
companies stay ahead of the competition. Our full range of office technology solutions provide everything you need to ensure
your business is positioned for success. A special thanks to all of the Vaghi’s. They can be reached at 703-564-0400

.

The Shooshan Company is a privately-owned investor and full service developer leading innovative real estate projects built
on integrity and community commitment. As the CEO and President of the Shooshan Company, John Shooshan is responsible for
directing and implementing the strategic objectives and goals of the company. John’s experience and in-depth knowledge provide
guidance for the shared goals of the Shooshan Company team and its partners. By far, John’s proudest achievement is his family. He and
his wife Marcia have been happily married for 37 years and have two children and two grandchildren. Their daughter Kelly serves as
the Chief Operating Officer of the Shooshan Company, and son Kevin is the Director of Leasing and Marketing. The Shooshan
Company is located at 4075 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 440, Arlington, VA 22203 | (p) 703.527.8600 | (f) 571.483.4229

BRIAN LEMEK
and

Panera Bread Company is a chain store of bakery-café fast casual restaurants in the United States and Canada. Its
headquarters is in Sunset Hills, Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis, and the company operates as Saint Louis Bread Company in
Greater St. Louis. Offerings include soups, salads, pasta, sandwiches, specialty drinks, and bakery items. A special thanks to Brain
Lemek.

Treffer Appraisal Group, Maryland Real Estate Appraisers, also serving Washington, D.C., Northern Virginia and
Delaware. Treffer is your first choice for qualified real estate appraisers licensed in Maryland, Washington, DC, Northern Virginia,
and Delaware. Whether you choose us for a residential or a commercial appraisal, our staff of licensed appraisers will offer you
exceptional customer service and timely reports. Treffer Appraisal Group offers expert legal testimony including property tax
appeals, relocation, foreclosure and FHA appraisals, as well as easement valuations in Maryland, Washington DC, Northern
Virginia, and Delaware. A special thanks to Thomas Weigand, Managing Member of Treffer. Treffer Appraisal Group is located
at 1244 Ritchie Highway, Suite 19, Arnold, Maryland 21012. They can be reached at 410-544-7744.

BEYOND BRIDGES, LLC

Beyond Bridges was created as a Strategic Planning, Cyber Security focused company. While solving complex Cyber and
Technology related problems, we go Beyond expectations when Bridging requirements to solutions. Our team excels because,
“We TRIE (Teamwork, Respect, Integrity, and Excellence) Harder!” Our staff of dedicated and exceedingly skilled individuals
have real world, hands on experience in solving complex problems for clients. Many of our staff have advanced technical degrees,
certifications in technically related disciplines, and give back to the community through various charitable organizations.

DrinkMore Water is a locally owned and operated bottled water delivery company with its world headquarters in
Gaithersburg, MD. Started in 1993, DrinkMore Water has always been synonymous with the highest standards of purity and
quality. Whether you live in Maryland (MD), Northern Virginia (VA), or Washington, DC, DrinkMore Water is the company to
call for bottled water delivery service! Our current product line up includes: bottled water coolers, bottle pumps, bottle-less
filtration systems, crock dispensers, custom labeled water, Keurig single-cup coffee brewers, Green Mountain Coffee, True Lemon,
Muscadine grape juice, and more. Again, a special thanks to Bob Perini. DrinkMore Water is located at 7595 Rickenbacker Dr.,
Gaithersburg, Maryland and can be reached on 301-417-9333.

THE NINO R. VAGHI FOUNDATION
A private, independent charitable foundation located in McLean, Virginia, started in 2005 to assist all sections of society,
assisting children with illnesses; fostering their education; correcting their vision both here in the United States and around the
world.

MR. SAM ROSENBERG
PAM AND BILL HARD

LONG DRIVE SPONSORS

Washington Capitol Partners, LLC, is a Washington DC-based real estate investment firm specializing in the
acquisition of core-plus and value-add properties throughout the east coast of the United States. Founded by Peter C. Minshall
in 2007, Washington Capitol Partners presently owns and manages a portfolio encompassing approximately 500,000 square feet
of first-class office, retail and residential space. Having successfully liquidated the majority of his real estate portfolio at the
peak of the last market cycle in 2007, Mr. Minshall has placed Washington Capitol Partners in an excellent position to continue
opportunistically acquiring, managing, developing and re-developing premier real estate assets with superior risk-adjusted
returns. A special thanks to Peter Minshall for his efforts in making our outing a success. Peter has been a continuous supporter
of Casey Cares for many years and we cannot thank him enough. Washington Capitol Partners is located at 1101 30th Street
NW, Suite 210, Washington, DC 20007. Phone (202) 625-5001. Mr. Peter C. Minshall, Managing Partner.

Kelley, Drye and Warren has more than 125 lawyers, government relations professionals and economists based in our
Washington, D.C. office, where we serve clients' legislative, regulatory and litigation needs. Clients turn to us for industry-specific
services and strategic analysis of how developments in our nation's capital affect their businesses at home and abroad. Our lawyers
and professionals provide high value legal services to Fortune 100 and other U.S. and international companies across a wide
spectrum of legal specialties. Areas of particular focus include advertising and marketing, antitrust and competition, corporate,
environmental, government relations and public policy, insurance recovery, international trade, litigation and
telecommunications. We are fortunate to have several former senior government officials as part of our firm, and clients benefit
from our experience in and understanding of the federal government and agencies. With a multidisciplinary perspective, we
evaluate the law and help clients navigate regulations within the context of their business objectives and challenges. A special
thanks to Dorn C. “Bo” McGrath III. Bo can be reached at (202) 342-8410 | dmcgrath@kelleydrye.com

FloorMax is a residential and commercial flooring company serving D.C. Metro area with retail locations in Laurel,
Columbia, Silver Spring, and Germantown and is celebrating its 27th anniversary. FloorMax sells, installs, and repairs Carpet,
Wood floors, Vinyl and Ceramic tiles, Laminate, Cork, and variety of other flooring material. Our commercial work includes
Carpet tile, Vinyl tile, and Ceramic tile installation for clients such as Safeway, Harris Teeter, Toys R Us, Best Buy stores, and
many Property Management Companies. For more information about FloorMax, to discuss your next flooring project, or to get
an estimate, please look us up at www.floormax.us.com or call 301.206.2200. You can also reach Rafie Ansari, GM, directly on his
cell: 202.438.5233.

Wagner Roofing Company is unique because we specialize in historic restorations, churches, government buildings
and residential. The business has a large sheet metal shop and warehouse and we pride ourselves on being able to provide
custom sheet metal fabrication. The company performs repair and reroofing of shingles, slate, tin, tile, copper as well as, builtup and modified bitumen. Additionally, the company repairs, replaces and maintains all types of guttering and downspouts.
Wagner Roofing Company employs over 50 people, made up of support staff, officers, and a dispatcher

.

CLOSEST TO THE PIN SPONSORS

“Focusing on solutions and what’s in your interest; getting matters resolved so that you can get on with what matters
to you” is what has made Shulman Rogers one of the largest most respected law firms in the Washington Metropolitan Area.
In 1972 Shulman Rogers was founded on this commitment to client service and they remain true to ths commitment today. A
special thanks to Pat Howley and Tim Dugan for their support of our tournament. Shulman Rogers is locates at 10505 Park
Potomac Avenue, 6th Floor, Potomac, Maryland 20854. Phone 301-230-5200.

Washington Capitol Partners, LLC, is a Washington DC-based real estate investment firm specializing in the
acquisition of core-plus and value-add properties throughout the east coast of the United States. Founded by Peter C. Minshall
in 2007, Washington Capitol Partners presently owns and manages a portfolio encompassing approximately 500,000 square feet
of first-class office, retail and residential space. Having successfully liquidated the majority of his real estate portfolio at the
peak of the last market cycle in 2007, Mr. Minshall has placed Washington Capitol Partners in an excellent position to continue
opportunistically acquiring, managing, developing and re-developing premier real estate assets with superior risk-adjusted
returns. A special thanks to Peter Minshall for his efforts in making our outing a success. Washington Capitol Partners is located
at 1101 30th Street NW, Suite 210, Washington, DC 20007. Phone (202) 625-5001. Mr. Peter C. Minshall, Managing Partner.

HOLE–IN–ONE SPONSOR
ASSOCIATED INSURANCE MANAGEMENT, INC.
Associated Insurance Management, Inc. (AIM) is a full service property and casualty insurance agency providing all
lines of personal and commercial insurance since 1969. While licensed in virtually all 50 states our business is primarily focused
in the Washington, DC metro area. AIM is a generalist in the insurance arena but has a large concentration in the area of
investment real estate accounts. Allan Brecher, Vice President, has been in the property and casualty insurance business since
1977, merging his business with AIM in 2004.

WATER SPONSOR
DRINKMORE WATER
A special thanks to Bob Perini, President of Drinkmore Water for providing the water to our golfers. Our current
product line up includes: bottled water coolers, bottle pumps, bottle-less filtration systems, crock dispensers, custom labeled
water, Keurig single-cup coffee brewers, Green Mountain Coffee, True Lemon, Muscadine grape juice, and more. DrinkMore
Water is located at 7595 Rickenbacker Dr., Gaithersburg, Maryland and can be reached on 301-417-9333.

DONORS
We would like to thank the following individuals or companies for their in-kind donations or monetary
contributions:
-Linda and Vince Crivella
-Vincent and Michele Crivella
-Nick and Susan Crivella
- Jimmy (JVincent) Crivella
-Ken Crowley
-Doug and Cassie Root
-Bayside Golf Club
-Glen Riddle Golf Club
-Chesapeake Bay Beach Resort
- Bulle Rock Golf Club
-Steve Beck & Northrop Grumman
-The Links at Gettysburg
-Musket Ridge Golf Club
-Brewer’s Alley

-Margy and Bart Crivella
- Lisa and Michael Hollows
-Brian and Cait Crivella
-Bethesda Travel – Guido Adelfio
- Robert Sampson
- Scott Weir
- Bear Trap Dunes Golf Club
-Ruth Chris Restaurant
- Bay Hill Golf Course
-Westfield Golf Club
-Virginia Barrel Oak Winery
-Mosaic Printing
-Drink More Water
-Baltimore Consulting, Inc.

VOLUNTEERS
We would like to thank the following volunteers:
Dawn Weissman, Michelle McLaughlin, Brittney Grizzanti and all the Casey Cares Volunteers

MOST IMPORTANTLY, WE WANT TO THANK ALL OF THE GOLFERS AND
PARTICIPANTS WHO MAKE THIS TOURNAMENT A SUCCESS EVERY YEAR!

